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November 11, 2015 

Shared Focus on Improving 
Literacy: Every Grade & Content Area 

√ Reading, writing AND speaking, listening - THINKING 
√ Across the grades, content area disciplines – shared ownership 
√ Each discipline has a unique lexicon students must master 

Dr. Neil deGrasse Tyson 

“One of the biggest problems with the world today is that we have 
large groups of people who will accept whatever they hear on the 
grapevine, just because it suits their worldview—not because it is 
actually true or because they have evidence to support it. The 
really striking thing is that it would not take much effort to 
establish validity in most of these cases… but people prefer 
reassurance to research.”  

      ― Neil deGrasse Tyson 

Yes – No – Why? 

Academic Literacy is NOT Simply  
Reading and Language Arts! 

All disciplines prize reading/speaking/listening/ 
writing – All require THINKING to do this well… 

Helpful to frame “academic literacy”: across the  
disciplines/grades: 

    √ Scientific Literacy 
  √ Artistic Literacy 
  √ Mathematical Literacy 
  √ Historical Literacy 

                       and so forth… 

Precision Partnering: 
Teaching the 4Ls 

“Precision Partnering”  Structures for Success 
Determine/Assign who will be partner #1 and #2  
no #3s (second #2 will share after first #2).  

Teach the “4 Ls” for working with a partner: 
!  Look - Make eye contact. 
!  Lean - Lean toward your partner. 
!  Low Voice -  Use your private or Library voice.  
!  Listen -  Demonstrate active listening/responding/ 
              “accountable talk” (building on partner’s idea,  

  agree/disagree & why, etc.) 

What Are a Few Salient Distinctions  
Between “Turn & Talk” and  

Precision Partnering? 

"  One student can’t dominate/do all the work 

"  Mutual accountability/equity of participation 

"  Structured language/thinking of students 

"  Structure the “job” of the listener (e.g. agree/ 

     disagree + why, add to, provide examples, etc.) 

"   Developing sophisticated peer discussion skills  

     (e.g. active/responsive listening) 
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Describe a Few of the Most Important  
    Things You Have Learned to Support 
Meaningful Productive Student Engagement 

1’s -  Tell 2’s What you think w/examples 

2’s -  Paraphrase 1’s answer, compare, elaborate, 
         provide examples, question/probe/explore… 

       Paraphrasing Anchor Chart 
 “So in other words, you think that …” 
 “If I understand your correctly you believe…” 
 “What I hear you saying is ….” 

The Power of Paraphrasing: Why Do You 
Think Research Consistently Points to  
Paraphrasing as a “Evidence Based Practice”? 

How could you boost the quantity/quality of paraphrasing  
(text/video/peers/teacher/etc) in your class/school? 

Accountable or “Close” Listening: The Key? 
Listeners Have a Clear “job” – Visible Evidence 

For Example: 
"  Paraphrasing 
"  Agreeing/Disagreeing + why (justification) 
"  Correcting & prompting the correct response 
"  Build upon/elaborate/extend 
"  Make Connections (“this reminds me of__ because”) 
"  Identify similarities/differences 
"  Identify critical attributes/information 
"  ETC – any focused response…  

Gr. 1 PALS – Peers Assisted Learning 
Strategies (Each student has a clear “job” or role) 

PALS resources: 
Vanderbilt University:  http://kc.vanderbilt.edu/pals/  
SoprisWest Publishers: http://www.sopriswest.com 

The power of structured peer teaching knows 
no bounds!  Dr Mazur, Physics Prof, Harvard 
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Data obtained in my class and in classes of colleagues  
worldwide, in a wide range of academic settings and a  
wide range of disciplines, show that learning gains  
nearly triple with an approach that focuses on the  
student and on interactive peer learning. 

   - Dr. Eric Mazur, Harvard University 
              Peer Instruction 

Does Peer Instruction Work? The key “take away” here… 50 years of cognitive psychology 
has concluded the essential attribute of ALL effective  
comprehension strategies… they ALL clearly cause: 

1. Participate in collaborative conversations with 
    diverse partners about grade 2 topics and texts 
    with peers and adults in small and larger groups. 

 a. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., 
 gaining the floor in respectful ways, listening to 
 others with care, speaking one at a time about 
 the topics and texts under discussion). 

 b. Build on others’ talk in conversations by linking 
 their comments to the remarks of others. 

 c. Ask for clarification and further explanation 
 as needed about the topics and texts under 
 discussion. 

21st Century Literacy: Explicit Standards  
for  Speaking AND Listening Gr. 2 

CCSS: Explicit Standards for  
Speaking AND Listening 

Gr. 8:  Delineate a speaker’s argument and specific claims, 
 evaluating the soundness of the reasoning and 
 relevance and sufficiency of the evidence and 
 identifying when irrelevant evidence is introduced. 

Gr. 11/12: Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives; synthesize 
 comments, claims, and evidence made on all sides of an 
 issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and determine 
 what additional information or research is required to deepen 
 the investigation or complete the task. 

Key Shift ~  Academic Listening Needs to be  
Explicitly Taught, Not Simply Assigned 

"     Clearly modeled/rationale 

"    Specific “job” or listening task that is        
 cognitively robust 

"     Provide academic language support 

"    Practice/Practice/Practice + Feedback 

The Common Core State  
  Standards Challenge 

ALL* students College, Career and  
Citizenship Ready 

About 1 in 3 currently  
proficient or advanced 
* NAEP 2011 
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The Common Core State Standards outline 
end of the year standards that students at 
different grade levels should meet.   

The Common Core State Standards 
intentionally do not tell how the standards 
will be taught.   

What About  the Common 
Core Standards? 

- Archer, 2012 

The Common Core State Standards 
tell us the destination. 

“We are off to see 
the Wizard….” 

(“But how do we 
get to the 
Emerald City?”) 

What we must do……. 
We must use 
evidence-based 
instructional 
practices to get 
to the destination. 

Don’t be seduced by simplistic quick fixes such as; “ipads for all, 
Block schedules, More projects, and so forth… Follow the  
data – ask for best evidence research (e.g. IES Practice Guides)…  
Keep your “BS” detector charged & at the ready!! 

Question: You have read two stories where one family  
member saves another. Write an essay describing the 
mosquito from “Cricket and Cougar” and one of the main  
characters from “Kira-Kira.” For each character described, 

√ Explain how the thoughts, words, and/or actions of the 
   character help you understand what the character is like 

√ Explain why the character chooses to save his or her 
   family member 

√ Be sure to include specific details from each story to 
   support your ideas. 

PARCC – Grade 4 Sample Item 

Both John and Abigail Adams believed strongly in freedom and 
independence. However, their letters suggest that each of them  
understood these terms differently based on their experiences. 

Write an essay that explains their contrasting views on the 
concepts of freedom and independence. In your essay,  
make a claim about the idea of freedom and independence  
and how John and Abigail Adams add to that understanding 
and/or illustrate a misunderstanding of freedom and 
independence. Support your response with textual evidence 
and inferences drawn from all three sources. 

Example of 21st Century Literacy Tasks Gr. 11 

Q:  What strikes you about the types of literacy these 
      assessments require? Instructional implications? 

CCSS Requires Critical Literacy 
√ Ability to critique, analyze , defend, unpack, explain, think 
   deeply – “between the lines” – handle complex texts/ideas 

And this language/thinking must be TAUGHT – (not just assigned/tested) 

√ ”Argumentative literacy” (Graff, 2003) 
    - ability to persuade, to debate, argue multiple perspectives  
    - explain why/how, cite examples, evaluate, make judgments 

√ Make a point and explain/support it w/evidence and clear 
   evidentiary thinking, text-based support, clear explanations 

√ Use appropriate Academic Language – sophisticated 
   language to explain; both spoken and written 

√ No longer just what you know (bubble in “b”) – but can  
   you explain why/how b is a better answer than a, c, d 
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   Wow, in this class I 
not only have to think, 

I’ve got to explain 
my thinking !! 

Goal: Make Thinking Visible 

EVERY student explains their 
thinking & receives feedback 
that “feeds-forward” from 
peers and the teacher – multiple 
times in Every lesson! 

School and District Leaders Rely on 
Many Strategies for Pursuing  

Improved Achievement 
" Get a new principal 
" Get a new plan 
" Get a new textbook 
" Get more test prep  
" Get new students 
" Get new teachers 
" Get more teachers 
" Get a new schedule 
" Get a charter 

" Get a new computer system 
" Get a new reading program 
" Get  more aides  
" Get new parents 
" Get a new test 
" Get a new curriculum 
" Get a new staff development 

program… or… 

Adopt the CCSS ! 

In spite of all the many strategies used 
to turn around low performance – 

Nothing Changes Unless 
Teaching and Learning Changes. 

However, the Bottom Line Remains: 

- Joseph F. Johnson, Jr., Ph.D. 
   Executive Director, National 
   Center for Urban School Transformation 
   http://ncust.org/wp/ 

True-isms for Improving 
       OUR Schools 

#1:  It is impossible to significantly  
improve student achievement unless  
we  figure out ways to improve our  
teaching...ALL students/grade levels/ 
content areas! 
How well we teach = how  well they learn 

       - email stamp, Dr. Anita Archer 

Practical Wisdom  

There are two ways to improve 
results: redesign the school based 
on best instructional practices or 
get new kids.  

             - Tim Westerberg, former high school principal in Littleton, CO  

How do we adjudicate “best”? A requirement 
without which coherence is impossible ! 

Meta-Analysis 
Meta + Analysis = ?  
Meta-cognition = thinking about  
your thinking...  

Meta-Analysis is…  

What is the “gold standard” for best evidence 
 in education? 
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Road map for Improving K-3 Comprehension 

IES Research Summary: 
Improving Adolescent 

Literacy (Gr. 4 and above) 

FREE: www.centeroninstruction.org 

1st Step? Begin w/the 
best research evidence  
available... 

Improving Adolescent Literacy - IES  
Synthesis/Practice Guide: Pathway 
to the Reaching the CCSS Gr. K-12 

1)  Provide explicit vocabulary/academic English instruction 
2)  Provide direct & explicit comprehension strategy/critical 
     thinking skills instruction 
3)  Provide opportunities for extended discussion/writing re: 
     text/content meaning and interpretations 
4) Increase motivation and engagement in literacy 
    learning (e.g. connections, choice, applications, etc) 
5) Make available intensive individualized interventions 
   for struggling struggling students based on their assessed 
   literacy/academic needs (RTI) 

Tier 1 

Tier 2 & 3 

I do it - modeling (including thinking aloud) 

We do it - teacher guided 

Y’all do it - partner practice/small 
group IF task/topic warrants 

You do it - independent practice (w/feedback) 

Explicit or Guided Teaching  
to Ensure Visible Learning ! 

heart & soul 
of effective 
instruction... 

- Anita Archer 

Human Learning at 
the Core Has ALWAYS 
been about… 

Time/Practice – active 
“doing” PLUS Actionable 
 FEEDBACK 

Apprenticeship 

Teacher Responsibility 

Student Responsibility 

Focused 
Instruction 

Guided 
Instruction 

“I do it.” 

“We do it.” 

“You do it  
  together.” Collaborative 

Independent “You do it 
   alone.” 

“Gradual Release” Model 

Pearson, 1986 
Fisher & Frey 2006 

Teacher Led – Student Focused 
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In other words: 

No Quick fixes - simple solutions/magical 
programs/ etc. 

Instead, clarify/implement the foundation of our  
profession’s knowledge (“evidence based practices”) 
and innovate from this base by cultivating attitudes  
of inquiry, humility, collaboration and action research  
(formative assessment data) to figure out how to  
continuously improve…  

True-isms for Improving 
       OUR Schools 

#2:  Leadership must be distributed, 
       Principals can’t do it alone – it 
       does indeed “take a village” – or in 
       our case, a school. 
School improvement can’t effectively be mandated or complied 
with… it requires “collective efficacy” in which ALL players  
understand their differing roles and are committed to goals of 
improved student learning… I call this the “flesh and blood” test 
of commitment – you would want “it” for your own children…  

How Can Teachers “Lead”? 

“A leader is a person others want to follow,  
 emulate, learn from…” 

"  Open their doors to peer observation 

"  Volunteer to “go first” (Obser./Video/etc) model 

     risk taking/stretching beyond our comfort zones 

"  Video tape their teaching & share w/colleagues 

"  Speak up/advocate during PLC/Faculty meetings 

"  Co-plan, co-teach with colleagues, etc etc 

"  “BE the change we want to see… (Gandhi) 

What Is the Academic Literacy Project? 

It is a collaborative, teacher driven project 
designed to organize the school around best 
practices in Literacy Learning across the 
grades and content areas. 
Components include: 

#  Implementing key “best practices” (meta-analyses 
   /syntheses of latest literacy research e.g. IES Practice Guides) 
#  Job embedded professional development 
#  “Public Practice” – Learning Walks, Video, etc to 
    involving teachers in giving and receiving actionable 
    instructional feedback 
#   Leveraging the skills of our most effective teachers to  
    become “normative” across the school 
#   Creating a culture of valuing feedback across the school

The Power of Coherence 
A Common Focus 

Pathways to the Common Core, 2010 
How? What can schools do to 
intentionally make this happen? 

Collaborative 
  Coherence  

A prerequisite for significant school improvement… 

or simply put, “getting our ducks in a row” … 
on the same page… 
a shared focus… 
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Engagement is Very Complex 
Foundation: Visible Participation 

Everyone saying/writing/doing Everything! 
“I can do this” 

Social Engagement 
Identification/affiliation 

 with school/peers, sense of  
belonging, social support 
“I belong/am needed” 

Relational Engagement 
Personal connections, 
emotional investment,   
“I will do it for you” 

Psychological Engagement 
Personal investment in  

learning, self-regulation, goal setting and  
self- monitoring/executive function 

“I want to do this ” 

Curricular Engagement 
This is interesting, I wonder… 

New connections, Wow, cool… 
“I want to know/learn/do more” 

Cognitive Engagement 
Thinking is stretched, higher  

levels of Bloom/Webb, discipline 
based thinking, etc. 

“I’ve never thought about it 
like that before!” 

     Visible  
Participation 

- Thanks to Bend HS 
   (Go Lava Bears!” 

Foundational engagement is: In two words; Engagement at it’s core is: 

 “Visible Participation” 

  NOT a Choice – it’s how we play  
     the “game” – we make ALL students 
     an offer they can’t refuse! 

4 Key Engagement Principles 

#  safe 
#  prepared 
#  supported/scaffolded 
#  obvious you “have their back!” 
#  YES! is the only possible response 

But in the classroom, Max, like many  
students, looks for the ZME... 

Z – Zone of... 

M –  

E –  

4 Key Attributes of Meaningful  
Student Engagement: 

The Bottom Line… 

   NOT a Choice – it’s how we play the game 

   Observable – you can see it! 

   Requires Student Action; saying/writing/doing 

   Intentional – not by chance, Teachers 
     “make it happen” by design - Structure 
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Academic Engagement at its Core 
is the Quantity & Quality of Student: 

$   Saying - Oral Language 

$  Writing- Written Language 

$  Doing - pointing, touching,  
     demonstrating, etc. 

** NEVER more than 2-10 Rule ** 

Motto of the Highly Engaged 
Classroom... 

If it’s worth doing, 
then I am going to ensure 

that ALL students are 
“doing the doing”...  

We know discussion is critical, but Houston,  
we have a ... 

20/80 Dilemma  
Decades of research clearly demonstrates 
approximately 20% students are responsible 
for 80% of the “doing (answering, asking, volunteering etc)...  
We Must “flip” this equation... shooting for 100%, 
and routinely producing at least 80%... 

What percentage of students  
actively participate in typical  

secondary classroom discussions ?? 

The Effects of Weaknesses in Oral Language  
on Reading Growth/Academic Achievement 

(Hirsch, 1996) 
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Chronological Age 

Low Oral Language 
in Kindergarten 

High Oral 
Language in 
Kindergarten 

5.2 years difference 

Schools have not caused the gap... 
sadly, we unintentionally exacerbate it... 

Changing Normative Discourse Structures 

How does this UNintentionally exacerbate the “gap”? 
Implications for our work to improve literate engagement? 
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Goal: Ensure Every Classroom in Our  
School is a Chill-Free Zone ! Reflect & Discuss 

How did these different teachers, with 
different ages, content areas, and goals ALL 
ensure EVERY student was RESPONDING  
& Making Their Thinking Visible? 

How did they STRUCTURE or Cause  
student engagement? 

Take aways for you & your colleagues? 

How Well We Structure = 

How Engaged They Are 

An Engagement Bottom Line: 

*including doing it wrong, saying “I don’t know”… 

Structured Engagement “tool kit”: 
Ensure ALL Are Responding 

4)  Individual Responses (AFTER rehearsal/practice) 
      - random/strategic call on individuals (NO hands up) 
      - use complete sentences, use new vocabulary/AL 

      

1)  Choral Responses - do “it” together (verbal or physical) 
 - teacher cues students to respond (e.g. hand signal, voice, eyes) 
 - physical responses too; fingers under the word, chart,etc. 
 - “thumbs up when you know”/fist of five (metacognition) 

2)  “Precision” Partner & Small Group (IF task warrants) Responses  
      - teacher assigns - provide a label/role “1’s tell 2’s” 
      - alternate ranking (high with middle, middle with lower) 
      - thoughtful questions/prompts/up & down Bloom’s taxonomy 

3)  Written Responses: Brief non-fiction writing 
    - focused prompts increase thinking, accountability, focus 
    - structure academic language (e.g. sentence starters) 
    - e.g. power sentences, 5 min. papers (summarize, defend) Increasing the quality, the rigor, the depth, 

the sophistication etc. of student responses  
is our goal… 

   √ EVERYONE is addressed/cued (no hands up, no “who can…”) 

   √ EVERYONE “says/writes/ or does” – Visible Participation 
   √ Appropriate intervals - “Never more than 2 to 10” 

   √ Appropriate variety (choral/partner, written, small group, ind.) 

Robust-Literate Engagement is NOT 
simply about more student responses ! 

Quantity of Student Responding – ALL In 
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Quality of Student Responding + Teacher 
Feedback – that “Feeds Forward” 

  √ Language used 
 - complete sentences, increasingly complex phrasal  

             constructions 
 - target academic vocabulary (topic specific + general academic). 

  √ Thinking demonstrated (including mistakes) 
 - explaining (why questions), demonstrating,  

             connecting, comparing, elaborating, evaluating etc. 
 - students becoming resources to one another 

  √  Feedback provided – that “feeds forward” to hone, extend, 
      correct & otherwise bolster student competence - peers & 
      teacher (Question / Prompt /Cue / Provide ) 

Levels of Engagement Beyond Simply 
Responding in Mathematics 

Engagement Level         Description          Example
    

    Low                  references another’s                 * “I agree with __” 
                 idea in a general way 

- Franke et al.  Elementary Journal, Student Engagement  
  w/Others’ Mathematical Ideas, Sept. 2015 

    Medium                         references details          *  explains another 
                 of another’s idea                     student’s strategy 

    High                  builds upon the details             * provides a correction 
                 another’s idea               or adds further detail 
                   to another student’s 
                   solution 

Lecture/Discussion – Ensuring EVERYONE 
is Listening/Thinking – Onboard w/Learning 

Eliminate: hands up to talk/answer/respond unless you 
                  have a question or T is asking for volunteers 

Replace:   All Call– Could be ANYONE/ANY TIME! 
"   sticks/names in a can 
"   deck of cards w/names linked 
"   students pick the next “victim”  
"   random number generator 
"   teacher choice (appears random but is not!) 

* replace stick/card/etc – so S are “never done” or off the hook! 

Michelle Johnson:  
6th Gr. Draper MS – 32 students 
Tuned up her partnering on Tues, after 
 reflecting and choosing strategic enhancements: 

From “turn and talk” to “Precision Partners” 

- Explicitly taught her students the 4 Ls of Precision Partnering 
- A’s Tell Bs _____, B’s paraphrase and add something 
  to this…. and so forth… 
-  Challenged to use key History vocab of the week in  
  their partner reading/read aloud discussions; scaffolded by  
  providing a “vocabulary bank” of key terms 

Informal data: more students talked with more detailed 
content using more sophisticated language - because 
a skilled teacher “upped her game” & her kids responded!  

Power of Choral Responses 

Verbal 
$  effective when answers are short/same 
$  prompt students with the cue “everyone...” 
$  provide thinking time 
$  introduce the routine; provide rationale 

 - keep everyone alert & engaged 
 - practice pronouncing difficult / new terms 
 - prepare students to use AL independently  

$  prompt as needed - “I need all voices” 
$  move around the room – proximity matters 

Power of Choral Responses 
Non-Verbal 
$  physical signals – touch this, eyes up etc.  
$  voting, gestures, etc etc 

Teaches Metacognition – Self Monitoring 
 “do I get it?”, rating my understanding/grasp 

$  “fist of 5” – 0-5 rubric for any topic 
$  thumbs up – sideways – down (3 pt. rubric) 
$  use to check understanding & teach students 
    to “fix it up” when not getting it 
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Quick Check In: Using  
Choral Responses 

"  Keeping students awake! Doing something 
"  Get comfortable w/academic terms “foreign 
     language” metaphor  
"  Voting/signaling 
"  Self evaluation – “fist of 5”, thumbs up/side/down 
"  Gestures to symbolize/demonstrate 

Q: How do you currently utilize choral responses &  
     “ALL Calls”? How might you elaborate/refine this  
     process? 

Response cards/Clickers 
Have students write possible responses on cards or paper or 
provide them with prepared cards. 

Examples: 
$  Various responses: Yes, No; Agree, Disagree; True, False; 
     a, b, c, d for multiple choice Q’s 
    Types of Rocks: Igneous, metamorphic, sedimentary 
    Vocabulary Terms: perimeter, area 
Process: 
$  Ask a question. 
$  Provide think time as students select best response  
$  Then ask students to hold up response card. 
$  Carefully monitor responses and provide feedback. 
     - peer teaching/feedback/explanation to teacher provides 

Peer Teaching Can Work in HUGE Classes 

- Dr. Ed Prather’s Astronomy Class, U of Arizona 

Free App for the Text Savvy: 
e.g. www.socrative.com 

Plickers: FREE – Just a Smart Phone or Tablet 
https://www.plickers.com Clickers vs. Response Cards:  

Is There Really a Difference? 

* Controlled study by Dr. Lasry (2008) found both 
   methods were equally effective judged by student 
   concept test scores 

* The key differences were teacher, not student 
   related (ease of use, instant/accurate feedback, 
   archiving the data, appeal of tech. etc ) 

“The pedagogy is NOT the technology itself.” 
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Pairs Easily Morph to Teams of 4:  
   Numbered Heads Together 

1)  ALL 4 have a number, pose Q – Think (often write) 
2)  Team discuss – agree on their answer – check in 
3)  T randomly calls a number – e.g. “all 3’s stand up” 
4)  Can use “ambassadors” and rotate to each group 

Structured Peer Teaching Rocks! 
             WHY??? 
"  Everyone is “doing” – can’t chill out 
"  Thinking is made visible (covert to overt) 
"  Teacher receives “formative assessment” 
"   Provides data to guide feedback to students 
"  Students own their learning  
"  Socially/emotionally energizing 
"  Prompts students to be meta-cognitive (think 
     about and explain their thinking) 
"  Chance to practice/get comfortable w/academic 
     language and technical vocabulary  

Written responses 
$  White Boards – dry erase 

$  Sticky notes (e.g. “exit tickets”) 

$  Cornell note (AVID) 

$  Graphic organizers 

$  Notebooks/Tablets/Laptops 

$  One sentence summaries or “tweets” 

RESEARCH-BASED WRITING PRACTICES AND THE CCSS 
Meta-analysis and Meta-synthesis - Steve Graham, Karen R. Harris Arizona State  
University and Tanya Santangelo, Arcadia University, The Elementary School Journal, June 2015 

1)    Process Approach to Writing 
2)    Create Routines That Ensure Students Write Frequently 
3)    Design Instructional Routines Where Students Compose Together 
4)  Establish Goals for Students’ Writing (tied to formative assessment) 
5)  Word Processing & digital tools 
6)  Teach Handwriting, Typing, and Spelling 
7)  Teach Sentence Combining 
8)  Prewriting Activities – Gathering Ideas & Information to Write About 
9)  Teach Students About the Structure of Different Types of Text 
10) Text Models (Examples, Non-Examples w/Rubrics) 
11) Vocabulary Instruction Tied to Specific Type of Writing/Topics 
12) Teach Students Strategies for Planning, Drafting, Revising, and Editing 
13) Use Writing as a Tool to Support Students’ Learning (Content Comp) 

S = Sit Up 

L = Listen (teacher/peers) 

A = Ask/Answer 

N = Nod and Note 

T = Track the teacher/speaker 

SLANT Strategy (Ed Ellis, U of Alabama) 

Students respond primarily 
to what we DO, not what 
we say… 
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Breaking Old Habits That Don’t Work!  Common Instructional  
Practices “old school” 
That Don’t work... 

Architecture of Effective 
Practices to Ensure  
ALL are Engaged 

√ T asks questions & S 
    raise hands to answer 

√ T asks “does anyone know?” 

√ T asks “who can tell me ?” 

√ Who would like to share? 

√ Who has an idea? Etc... 

Everyone,  
%  stop and think 
%  visible evidence (e.g. write) 
%  partners rehearse 
%  precision partner talk 
%  “strategic calling on - no  
     hands up - “faux random” 
%  volunteers add new info 
%  scaffold/prompt as needed 
      ALL means ALL ! 

HS History teacher’s 
reminder poster … 
With a sense of 
humor!! 

Faculty Room: Enterprise Middle School 
Richland WA  

Engagement of EVERY student in EVERTHING provides “formative 
 assessment” – concrete evidence to guide our instructional moves. 
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Structuring Visible Participation of     saying/writing/doing   
all Students                            i.e. visible thinking 

Engagement expands Our View of  
Formative Assessment 

Teachers continually “evaluating learning” are: 

Meeting immediate learning needs    clear learning targets 
            - success criteria
           Minute-to-minute and day-by-day               “Never more than 2-10” 
        - exit tickets (demonstrate 
                             learning /identify confusions) 
     

- adapted from Dylan Wilams, 2010 

Adapting/modify teaching                     based on student  
                                     responses + self assess
   

Decades of Research Indicates 
Most School Improvement Efforts Do 
NOT Impact Teacher Performance 

WHY? 

We Have a Metaphorical  “Berlin Wall” in Education 

“I’ve been teaching high school math for 6 years and, student 
teaching aside, I have NEVER observed a colleague teaching.” 

         - Adam, Central OR Literacy Project Participant, 2011 

Note the irony here, the enterprise dedicated to human learning, 
Education, routinely leaves out the most essential variable in the  

learning process for it’s own members… FEEDBACK!! 

Coaching Takes Many Forms 
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Reframing Coaching 

Expert coaching 

 Peer coaching 

  Team coaching 

   Self coaching 

Creating a school culture that supports… 

Public Practice 
Continuous improvement requires feedback and 
support. The only way to get and give feedback is 
for practice to be seen, heard, and discussed by 
other professionals. Therefore, in a high 
performing educational system professionals 
must be willing to make their practice public. 
Public practice is central to the functions and 
scope of work of the School Leadership Team and 
each Professional Learning Community.    
                   - Canyons SD, Salt Lake City 

  Building Leadership Team Manual, 2012 

Example from Canyons School Dist. 
Our “north star”: Aretha & Golden Rule 

* Keep these in mind and Public Practice can’t fail!! 
R – E – S – P –E – C - T 

Collaborative “Dispositions” 

√   Humility/Curiosity/Kindness – no single person (coach, principal,  
     consultant etc.) knows it all, even experts need help/support/feedback 

√   Collaborative Partnership is the path – admin, coaches and  
     consultants need to forge these relationships tied to agreed upon  
     FOCUS on Academic Literacy, or “Collaborative Coherence” 

√   Creating a safe environment for honest, open, trusting, inquiry…  
     supportive of “ALP” – eventually involving the entire faculty 

√   Evidence matters – data, student performance (saying/writing/doing) 
      guides our decisions (Response to Instruction or RTI) 

√   Model/Embody Feedback for ALL as clear professional norm,  
     We can’t reliably improve without “actionable/respectful Feedback”! 

Key Norms Teachers Model – Help Create a Culture of: 

Providing Effective Feedback 
as An Instructional Colleague 

1)  Respect – respect – respect : Think Aretha !! 
** Should is banned! No “shoulding” on anyone! 
2) Specific – actionable – detailed – unambiguous... 
     “it appeared effective when you _____” 
3) Begin with affirmations – build on what is positive/

productive – what’s working and why? 
4) Frame suggestions as actions to be checked out: 
     “In my experience it is very effective to_________ 
      give this a go and see how your students respond...” 
5) Tie the feedback directly to our shared “lens” – 
      how is the teaching structuring or causing student 

engagement/academic language/critical thinking, etc. 
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Giving & receiving  
respectful & specific 
feedback re: the effects 
of our instruction is at 
the very heart of school 
improvement… we can’t 
improve our teaching in 
isolation – or by talking… 

Whatever tool you use, 
ensure open space for 
useful info that goes 
beyond your tool… 

 1) Visible Participation 
 2) Precision Partner Talk/Group Work 
 3)  Brief  Explanatory Writing Done Frequently 
 4) Understanding Checks/Feedback-Feeds Forward 

Bend HS is “all in” HD Weddel, Principal 
Common Instructional Focus 

     “Instructional Norms” 

A brief reminder... 

Ensuring student responsiveness is, of course, the 
beginning not the end of creating a fully engaged 
classroom/school... it creates the foundation that 
fosters spontaneous student sourced engagement... 

"  students getting “smarter” every day – competence 
     begets engagement/interest/energy/passion 
"  students owning their learning, becoming more 
    and more independent & interdependent 
"  students taking risks, having fun, being curious... etc... 

When the class is really humming – we have a struggle 
to turn them off! Get them to UN-engage!!  This is a problem 
we all want to have ! 

We are ALL “Boys* in the Boat” 
*or girls!! 

…magic is possible when we 
are ALL pulling in the same direction, 
all in synch, the boat “swings”… 
This is “collaborative coherence”! 

Take the Robust Literate 
Engagement Oath !! 

“I will ensure that EVERY single  
student in my class speaks, and  
often also writes, at least one  
meaningful academic sentence  
EVERY day !” 

* K~5 this is every lesson!  

Thanks for Attending  
and Being a Part of 
the TLT Academic 
Literacy Project! 

Please send along any  
questions; drkfeldman@gmail.com 

Kevin Feldman 


